
The Project
A pioneering company with a visionary intuition, Somfy has been making daily life easier for its 
customers for more than 50 years. Through innovative products and solutions, the Group strives 
to anticipate and respond effectively to the needs of its customers, as society and lifestyles 
change, to offer an increasingly more comfortable user experience.

When it comes to connected living, Somfy has revolutionized the market since 2011, with its 
first TaHoma® wireless gateway for connecting and controlling home devices. Ten years later, 
the internationally renowned French company launched TaHoma® suite, composed of three 
additional services to help installers. Among them is TaHoma® switch, the first intelligent 
controller for connecting and centralizing a home’s devices.

To offer its users a simplified smart home experience, Somfy has partnered with Overkiz to offer 
a comprehensive, scalable, and secure end-to-end solution.

The Challenge
•  Increase the productivity of professionals in the field by eliminating repetitive tasks 

and paving the way for foolproof equipment installation

•  Offer users a new way of living and enjoying the comforts of home

•  Make it easier to maintain and troubleshoot connected equipment remotely, reducing 
the need for travel

•  Ensure the solution’s interoperability with a variety of heterogeneous brands, devices, 
and communication protocols

•  Provide maximum security for data collection and management

•  Make the most of nearly 15 years of trust with an expert partner capable of guaranteeing 
the solution’s durability and scalability

• Connected solution for professionals
• Smart control for occupants
• IoT cloud platform
• E-maintenance tool
• Connected apps and services
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TaHoma® suite

https://www.somfy-group.com/en-en/
https://www.somfypro.fr/produits/tahoma-suite
https://www.somfy.fr/produits/1870594/tahoma-switch
https://www.overkiz.com/en/
https://www.overkiz.com/en/
https://www.somfy-group.com/en-en/


TESTIMONIAL

Customer Benefits 
•  Aligns with new ways 

of living in homes
•  A powerful and 

secure end-to-end 
OEM platform

•  A simple, reliable, 
and long-lasting 
technological solution

Installer Benefits
•  Quick and easy 

installation from a 
smartphone

•  Saves time and money by 
minimizing service calls

User Benefits 
•  Easy device control 

at home or remotely
•  A scalable solution that 

allows lots of equipment 
to be added

•  Monitors energy 
consumption and 
manages expenses

BENEFITS

Convinced that we are stronger 
and can go further when we work 
together, the Somfy Group is 
committed to developing long-term 
collaborations with its technological 
partners. That’s why we have decided 
to work again with Overkiz, a trusted 
partner for more than 10 years.

The technical mastery of their IoT 
platform and the richness of their 
ecosystem, combined with the agility 
of their teams, made the successful 
development of TaHoma® suite 
possible. With the support of Overkiz 
experts, our future is even brighter, 
and we can imagine new innovations 
for the years to come, providing even 
more comfort to life.
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TaHoma® switch 
•  Multiprotocol smart control, with an electronic board 

developed by Overkiz
•  Wireless communication with connected equipment
•  Launching scenarios with the press of a button 

on the smart control

Cloud IoT and ecosystem 
• Dedicated cloud architecture and open APIs
• Secure data collection and management
•  Compatible with more than 300 product types: 

openings and access, lighting, security, heating, 
sensors, music and voice assistants

The Overkiz solution 
Overkiz provides with white-label IoT solutions  to help Somfy deliver a simple and 
scalable solution for installers and people living in smart homes.

Applications and services
The applications and maintenance tool were created 
from Overkiz open APIs: 
•  TaHoma® pro: app for a quick and easy installation 

of connected equipment
•  TaHoma®: app to control equipment remotely and 

create smart scenarios
•  Serv-e-Go: online maintenance tool for Somfy 

connected installations

Overkiz Cloud

https://www.overkiz.com/en/
https://www.overkiz.com/en/
https://www.overkiz.com/en/
https://www.overkiz.com/en/overview/

